Sand Control: What, Where and Why?
Presentation at the Pay-It-Forward Networking Program, Houston, February 3, 2017

Delta Screens made a presentation about sand control and screen manufacturing at a seminar organized by the Pay-It-Forward Networking Program.

The Pay-It-Forward Networking Program (PiFNP) is volunteer organization intended to help professionals in transition, looking for new opportunities. The PiFNP encourages everyone to share their knowledge, including those who are experts at something, or know a topic so well that can help others get more rounded. The majority participating in the program are from the Oil and Gas Upstream sector by nature of the downturn but because of its popularity, the program is expanding to Midstream and Downstream.

The PiFNP encourages everyone to share their knowledge, including those who are experts at something, or know a topic so well that can help others get more rounded. These training events has become something people look forward to attending because it’s regular, free and fun.

The PiFNP started with just a few people in Houston and a seminars but it is growing fast: over 25 seminars in less than 5 months have been done and attendance has grown. Thus, approximately 75 people attended the presentation of Francisco Pineda and Uliana Romanova of Delta Screens. The comments were very positive: “a very high technical level”, “excellent talk”, etc. Based on the success of PiFNP program in Houston, chapters are being set in Lafayette, Calgary, South Korea, Mexico and Equador. Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) is among an organizations supporting PiFNP.

“Pay-it-Forward Training”
Helping and Encouraging Others During Difficult Times
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